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Emotional Intelligence Instant Solutions Clinics
My new Emotional Intelligence Instant Solutions Clinics give your leadership and management teams the new skills they
need to put out dangerous emotional toxicity that impact your company’s communication climate. These toxic emotional
fires cause real collateral damage.
Let me explain.
Today’s companies are knee deep in dramatic changes in supply chains, processes, demand, and the way you work with
employees and the way they work with each other.
Even the most well-adjusted workers are struggling with major changes in their social lives, relationships, and finances. This
is a challenging time for everyone.
There will be days when an employee is frustrated. He or she will be broadcasting negative vibes to everyone around them.
This can quickly poison other team members and even large portions of your workplace.
Engage Rapid Response Intervention from CarlosRaposoCoaching.com
It’s vital for management, supervisors, team leaders and others to have essential training in Emotional Intelligence. When a
problem arises, your people can fly into action with a Rapid Response Intervention.
You won’t have to schedule a meeting to discuss the troubled employee, set up re-training for weeks in the future, or pay
an outside psychologist to take up residence. Your people will use smart Emotional Intelligence Solutions to quickly put out
the Toxic Emotional Fire disrupting your company.
Here’s an example that shows what I’m talking about.
Recently a client told me about a highly qualified and valued employee who had become frustrated. He was spreading
dissatisfaction and negativity to everyone around him. Rather than letting him go or reassigning him, the company wanted
to put out the Emotional Fire to solve the problem and keep the employee in place.
My approach to Real World Emotional Intelligence application in the workplace gives foundational training in self-awareness
and control, empathy and social expertness, team synchronization, personal influence, mastery of vision and more. People
who attend training learn how to communicate with greater skill. They quickly become much better at influencing others,
getting team members interested and excited about ideas, and helping everyone to work together smoothly and productively.
Your people learn effective solutions they can instantly use to mitigate the spreading of toxicity in the Communication
Climate. This stops problems at the root, giving your company a vital advantage in the Emergence and Sustainability of
Excellence. You gain greater traction as potential obstacles are removed in a proactive and reactive way that gets results.
Please contact me to discuss the new Instant Solutions EI Coaching Clinics. They arm your management team and others
with fresh understanding and proven techniques. Your people will have ready-to-use skills to effectively intervene and
improve communication, understanding, attitudes, and morale.
This is the instant smart solution needed to empower your staff and company through these challenging times.
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